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Some questions



Classical models of nematics and 
cholesterics

n







Proof.

Assume that x= 0 and a(0) = e3, so that layer

surface through x has equation x3 = f(x1; x2)

with rf(0;0) = 0. By the IFT the normals

at points on surface simply cover a neighbour-

hood of 0.

1. Assuming each layer has constant thickness



0

a(0) = e3

For x on the surface a(x) =
(¡f;1;¡f;2;1)p
1+jrf j2 ,

so that @a1
@x2
(0) = @a2

@x1
(0) = ¡f;12(0;0),

@a3
@x1
(0) = @a3

@x2
(0) = 0, and so

(r^ a)(0) =
Ã
¡@a2
@x3
(0);

@a1
@x3
(0);0

!
;

which is zero because a(0;0; x3) = (0;0;1).



For smectic A could take n= a, so that setting

K2+K4 = 0 we have to minimize

I(n) = K1

Z

(divn)2dx

subject to r ^ n = 0, jnj = 1 (Oseen 1933,
Orsay group 1971).

If  is simply-connected, n = r' and we have

to minimize I(n) = K1
R
(¢')2dx subject to

the eikonal equation jr'j = 1. For example, if
n minimizes

R
 jrnj2dx and n = r' then ' is

a minimizer (e.g. n(x) = x
jxj).



‘’Simple examples and physical considerations (Ericksen 
[17] and Sethna [18]) suggest that the solution of the 
following relaxition problem explain with acquiricy the 
phenomena.’’

Compare the Aviles Giga functional (1987)

I(') =
Z

["(¢')2+ (jr'j2 ¡ 1)2dx

For the derivation ...

[17] Ericksen, J.: private communication.
[1 8] Sethna, J.: private communication.

and



A more general model would be to minimize

an energy of the form

I(n; a) =
Z

W(n; a;rn;ra) dx:

For smectic C such a model was proposed by

Stewart, Leslie, Nakagawa 1993, who imposed

the constraint a ¢ n = cos µ, µ constant, but

one could relax this and have a term such as

K((a:n)2 ¡ cos2 µ)2 in the energy, and impose
boundary conditions just on n.



2. Models allowing variable layer thickness,

dislocations ...

C. Zhang, A. M. Grubb, A. J. Seed, P. 
Sampson, A. Jákli, O. D. Lavrentovich, 2015

These models typically introduce

the molecular number density m(x)

as a new macroscopic variable,

with the smectic layers being

seen as density waves.



But how are we to de¯ne m(x) as a macro-

scopic variable, if it is to vary over distances

of the order of a molecular length?

This is related to the interpretation of the prob-

ablity distribution of molecular orientations, and

how this can be thought of as a macroscopic

variable.

First, ¯x a time t,

a point x 2 ,
and a coarse-graining

radius ± > 0.

x

B(x; ±)
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But if we average also over a macroscopically

small time interval we could reduce ±, per-

haps to » 1nm. (Issues: molecules overlap-
ping @B(x; ±), temperature, dynamics v. equi-

librium, ergodicity ...)

Remark concerning spatial averaging for

smectics.
kL

g(x1) L¡periodic x1

If we average over cube with

centre x and side-length kL

then the average is constant. x



The same can happen if we average over a ball.

Indeed

1

volB(x; ±)

Z
B(x;±)

sin(kz1) dz

= 3sin(kx1)

µ
sin k±¡k± cos k±

(k±)3

¶
;

which is zero for all x if k± is a root of the

equation sin¸ = ¸ cos¸:

(Corrected slide added after lecture.)

This is related to the

Pompeiu problem.
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Models using the density ½ rather than '.

(a) Han, Luo, Wang, Zhang model (2013).

(b) Pevnyi, Selinger, Sluckin model

I(½;n) =
Z

[K1jrnj2+BjD2½+q2nnj2+f(½] dx:



Lessons from solid mechanics



But is W1;2 the largest such function space?



NiMn,   Baele, van Tenderloo, Amelinckx





Description of defects







Zhang/Kumar 2007
Carbon nano-tubes
as liquid crystals











Bedford also has similar results for the Ericksen

model.







Planar defects



Admissible interfacial energies

















A. Pizzirusso, R. Berardi, L. Muccioli, M. Riccia, and C. Zannoni. Predicting
surface anchoring: molecular organization across a thin film of 5CB
liquid crystal on silicon. Chem. Sci., 3:573–579, 2012.













Related problems for cholesterics
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53Ongoing computations of A. Le¶on Baldelli.


